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PROFILE COLIN MILLS AND FAMILY

“

We are not as concerned
about these paddocks in

Property
Location: Brookton
Size: 2,400 hectares

summer any more and the

Soil types: 60% heavy and some very light, approximately 150
hectares of salt

alleys give extra protection

History: Cleared around 1915 by Colin’s grandfather and his 6 sons
with the last paddock cleared in 1961.

for the sheep. If we do end

Farming system/cropping program: Have been using minimum
till methods for the past 25 years. Grow wheat and barley, some
lupins, canola, oats and peas with about 100 hectares/year of clover.

up being able to harvest
the mallees for biomass
production, then that
will be a bonus.

“

—Colin Mills

Mallee Planting Program
Years: 7 to 8 years
Planted: 100,000
Species: E. loxophleba lissophloia
Average survival rate: 90%

NATURAL SUPPORT FOR HEALTHY SOIL
Colin Mills and son Brad have been planting mallees for the last eight years for windbreaks
and to lower the watertables in paddocks at risk from waterlogging and salinity. The belts
of mallees have done their job well, having saved at least one large paddock.

O

ne of the best advantages of the
system is that the Mills no longer get
wind blows. They have a lot of fresh water
which they pump over the entire property.
Their land is termed ‘Sunday Country’.
They annually test the soils in different
paddocks and treat each accordingly. For
example they put on lime (240 tonnes in
2008) and gypsum (at 300kg/ hectare).
Cartage has been the main increase in
input costs for them.
Each year the Mills crop approximately
1,000 hectares and target the paddocks
for planting in line with the need for
trees and their cropping program. They
currently have approximately 100,000
mallees planted in alley systems on their
farm. They have also put in half a million
pines on their light land in a Sharefarming
arrangement with the Forest Products
Commission and have put in 20 hectares
of saltbush which ‘is looking good’.
The Mills will continue to plant suitable
areas to saltbush for summer feed. The
Mills have been applying minimum till
technology for the past 25 years, moving
as the technology improves. This has
enabled them to get a crop even in drier
years.
The worst disaster they have had was
during the 2007 harvest. When checking
the water supply they found one tank
without water so put sheep in a newly
planted paddock ‘short term’. The weaners
ate all of the oil mallees in five days: 700
weaners on 70 hectares planted to 16,000
oil mallees. However after the rains of
April 2008, Colin has found that many
have regrown so he is hopeful that his
overall losses will not be as great as he
had feared.

The Mills’ Integrated Mallee plantings

“ THE BIGGEST THING

WE NEED IS A MACHINE

THAT CAN PLANT IN
CLAY. THESE AREAS
NEED TO BE PLANTED
BY HAND AND THAT
WILL RESTRICT WHAT
WE PUT IN AND
HOW MANY.

“

establishment
Over the years the Mills have perfected
their planting methods and can count on
a 90% survival rate. For the past two years
Colin has been working with David McFall
of the Upper Great Southern Oil Mallee
Association. Colin has found the support
to be excellent and they leave the choice
of species up to David, however they do
insist that David sources their seedlings
from Parnell’s Nursery at Tincurrin.

David calls in regularly and surveys each
potential site with an EM38 to assess
salinity levels for choosing the most
appropriate species. David lets the Mills
know if there is any financial assistance so
has been a great source of support.
David marks out the lines with a GPS, the
Mills then follow the marks with their own
GPS guided machinery to prepare the site.
The Mills deep rip then use a tree planter
because they can rip deeper than the
tree planter can go. Colin and Brad are
well organised and while they have found
the overall survival rate best with hand
planting, taller seedlings do better with
machine planting, however shorter ones do
better when hand planted. The Mills have
some pottiputkis and also hire some from
David if necessary. They usually pay local
sporting or community groups to plant as
this acts as a fund raising activity for them.
In the past they have had a problem with
weeds, particularly resistant grasses which
has meant they could not spray once
the trees had grown. However Colin has
found that a mixture of Select (@ 300ml),
Targa (@ 100ml) and Lontrel (@ 80gms) can
be sprayed over young trees, ‘doing an
excellent job’ of killing any weeds.
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where the mallees may struggle for
moisture, Colin is happy to reduce the ten
metre wide belts to three rows. Their worst
winds blow from the northwest so alleys
run at angles to this. They tend to plant
whole paddocks rather than portions of
paddocks.

LESSONS LEARNT
➔ Don’t put weaners in newly planted
mallees! However, over the years
Colin has found that you can put
older sheep in six months after
planting, especially if they have been
in mallee paddocks before and know
they don’t like to eat them.
➔ Spray just before planting. There is
a lot of resistance around and you
cannot spray once the trees are
growing.
➔ Travel quickly and throw the
chemical away from the planting
area. This gives them better
coverage and it is not good if rain
washes the chemical back into the
rip line.

‘Planting mallees has turned us into alley farmers.’

“ IT’S HARD WHEN

YOU NEED THE SHEEP

➔ Leave an access gap in the alleys for
sheep work every 150 to 200m.

FEED AND CAN’T LET

➔ Don’t rip too far ahead as this may
dry the site out.

THEM IN A NEWLY
PLANTED PADDOCK.

“

Planting Design
The planting design consists of ten metre
wide belts of four rows with mostly 36
metres between the belts to suit their
machinery. This was calculated to suit
twelve metre sections based on a forty
foot bar and eighty foot boom. This gives
them approximately 10 to 20% coverage
with mallees in those paddocks. In areas

➔ Don’t accept sub standard seedlings
– don’t hesitate to turn them back,
best not to even let them off the truck.
David and the Upper Great Southern Oil
Mallee Association have driven what the
Mills have done and Colin is certain that
they would not have gone as far as they
have without David’s support.

➔ The Mills no longer mound as they
have found that if pregnant ewes lay
down they often cannot get back up
and can die.

Plans For the future
The Mills plan to plant more mallees
especially if carbon credits come off. Colin
said, ‘it will be a bonus if carbon credits
come off and we may well do more’.

For more information, contact David McFall,
Upper Great Southern Oil Mallee Association:
Phone (08) 9881 5373
Email omainfo@oilmallee.org.au
Visit www.oilmallee.org.au
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